3D skeleton-based action recognition, owing to the latent advantages of skeleton, has been an active topic in computer vision. As a consequence, there are lots of impressive works including conventional handcraft feature based and learned feature based have been done over the years. However, previous surveys about action recognition mostly focus on the video or RGB data dominated methods, and the scanty existing reviews related to skeleton data mainly indicate the representation of skeleton data or performance of some classic techniques on a certain dataset. Besides, though deep learning methods has been applied to this field for years, there is no related reserach concern about an introduction or review from the perspective of deep learning architectures. To break those limitations, this survey firstly highlight the necessity of action recognition and the significance of 3D-skeleton data. Then a comprehensive introduction about Recurrent Neural Network(RNN)-based, Convolutional Neural Network(CNN)based and Graph Convolutional Network(GCN)-based main stream action recognition techniques are illustrated in a datadriven manner. Finally, we give a brief talk about the biggest 3D skeleton dataset NTU-RGB+D and its new edition called NTU-RGB+D 120, accompanied with several existing top rank algorithms within those two datasets. To our best knowledge, this is the first research which give an overall discussion over deep learning-based action recognitin using 3D skeleton data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Action Reconition, as an extremely significant component and the most active research issue in computer vision, had been being investigated for decades. Owing to the effects that action can be used by human beings to dealing with affairs and expressing their feelings, to recognize a certain action can be used in a wide range of application domains but not yet fully addressed, such as intelligent surveillance system, human-computer interaction, virtual reality, robotics and so on in the last few years [1] - [5] . Conventionally, RGB image sequences [6] - [8] , depth image sequences [9] , [10] , videos or one certain fusion form of these modality(e.g RGB + optical flow) are utilized in this task [11] - [15] , and exceeding results also had been made through varieties of techniques. However, compared with skeleton data, a topological kind of representation for human body with joints and bones, those former modalities appears more computation consumping, less robust when facing complicated background as well *This work is supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China ( as changing conditions invoving in body scales, viewpoints and motion speeds [16] . Besides, sensors like the Microsoft Kinect [17] and advanced human pose estimation algorithms [18] - [20] also make it easer to gain accurate 3D skeleton data [21] . Fig.1 shows the visualazation format of human sekeleton data.
Despite the advantages compared with other modalites, there are still generally three main notable characteristics in skeleton sequences: 1) Spatial information, strong correlations exist between the joints node and its adjacent nodes so that the abundant body structural information can be found in skeleton data with an intra-frame manner. 2) Temporal information, with an inter-frame manner, strong temoral correlation can be used as well.
3) The co-occurrence relationship between spatial and temoral domins when taking joints and bones into account. As a result, the skeleton data has attract many researchers' efforts on human action recognition or detection, and an ever-increasing use of skeleton The general pipline of skeleton-based action recognition using deep learning methods. Firstly, the sekeleton data was obtained in two ways, directly from depth sensors or from pose estimation algorithms. The skeleton will be send into RNN, CNN or GCN based neural networks. Finally we get the action category.
data can be expected.
Human action recognition based on skeleton sequence is mainly a temporal problem, so traditional skeleton-based methods usually want to extrat motion patterns form a certain skeleton sequence. This resulting in extensive studies focusing on handcraft features [15] , [23] - [25] , from which the relative 3D rotations and translations between various joints or body parts are frequently utilized [2] , [26] . However, it has been demonstrated that hand-craft feature could only perform well on some specific dataset [27] , which strenthen the topic that features have been handcrafted to work on one dataset may not be transferable to another dataset. This problem will make it difficult for a action recognition algorithm to be generalized or put into wider application areas.
With the increasing development and its impressive performance of deep learning methods in most of the other exist computer vision tasks, such as image classification [28] , object detection and so on. Deep learning methods using Recurrent Neural Network(RNN) [29] , Convolutional Neural Network(CNN) [30] and Graph Convolutional Network(GCN) [31] with skeleton data also turned out nowadays. Fig.2 shows the general pipline of 3D skeleton-based action recognition using deep learning methods from the raw RGB sequence or videos to the final action category. For RNN-based methods, skeleton sequences are natural time series of joint coordinate positions which can be seen as sequence vector while the RNN itself are suitable for processing time series data due to its unique structure. What's more, for a further improvement of the learning of temporal context of skeleton sequences, some other RNN-based methods such as Long Short Term Memory(LSTM) and Gated Recurrent Unit(GRU) have been adopted to skeletonbased action recognition. When using CNN to handle this skeleton-based task, it coule be regard as a complementary of the RNN-based techniques, for the CNN architechture would prefer spatical cues whithin input data while the RNN-based just lack spatial information. Finally, the relative new approach graph convolutional neural network has been addressed in recent years for the attribution of skeleton data is a nutural topological graph data struct(joints and bones can be treat as vertices and edges respectively) more than other format like images or sequences.
All those three kinds of deep learning based method had already gained unprecedented performance, but most review works just focus on traditional techniques or deep learning based methods just with the RGB image or RGB-D data method. Ronald Poppe [32] firstly addressed the basic challenges and characteristics of this domin, and then gave a detailed illumination of basic action classification method about direct classification and temporal state-space models. Daniel and Remi showed a overrall overview of the action represention only in both spatial and temporal domin [33] . Though methods mentioned above provide some inspirations may be used for input data pre-process, neithor skeleton sequence nor deep learning strategies were taken into account. Recently, [34] and [35] offered a summary of deep learning based video classification and captioning tasks, in which the foundamental structure of CNN as well as RNN were introduced, and the latter made a clarification about common deep architectures and quantitative analysis for action recognition. To our best knowledge, [36] is the first work recently giving an in-depth study in 3D skeletonbased action recognition, which conclude this issue from the action representation to the classification methods, in the meantime, it also offer some commonly used dataset such as UCF, MHAD, MSR daily activity 3D, etc. [37] - [39] , while it doesn't cover the emgerging GCN based methods. Finally, [27] proposed a new review based on Kinect-dataset-based action recognition algorithms, which organized a thorough comparision of those Kinect-dataset-based techniques with various data-type including RGB, Depth, RGB+Depth and skeleton sequences. However, all works mentioned above ignore the differences and motivations among CNN-based, RNN-based as well as GCN-based methods, especially when taking into the 3D skeleton sequences into account.
For the purpose of dealing with those problems, we propose this survey for a comprehensive summary of 3D skeleton-based action recognition using three kinds of basic deep learning achitectures(RNN, CNN and GCN), furthermore, reasons behind those models and future direction are also clarified in a detailed way.
Generally, our study contains four main contributions:
• A comprehensive introduction about the superiority of 3D skeleton sequence data and characteristics of three kinds of deep models are presented in a detailed but clear manner, and a general pipline in 3D skeletonbased action recognition using deep learning methods is illustrated. • For each kinds of deep model, sevral latest algorithms based on skeleton data is introduced from a data-driven prespective such as spatial-termoral modeling, skeletondata representation and the way for co-occurrence feature learning, that's also the existing classic problems to be solve. • A disscusion which firstly address the latest challanging datasets NTU-RGB+D 120 accompanied by several toprank methods and then about the future direction. • The first study which take all kinds of deep models including RNN-based CNN-based and GCN based methods into account in 3D skeleton-based action recognition.
II. 3D SKELETON-BASED ACTION RECOGNITION WITH DEEP LEARNING
Existing surveys had already give us both quantitatively and qualitatively comparisions of existing action recognition techniques from the perspective of RGB-Based or skeletonbased, but not from Neural-Network's point of view, to this end, here we give an exhaustive discussion and comparision among RNN-based, CNN-based and GCN based methods respectivily. And for each iterm, several latest related works would be introduced as cases based on a certain defect such as the drawbacks of one of those three models or the classic spatical-temporal modeling problems.
A. RNN based Methods
Recursive connection inside RNN structure is established by taking the output of previous time step as the input of the current time step [40] , which is demonstrated an effective way for processing sequential data. Similarly to the standard RNN, LSTM and GRU, which introduce gates and linear memory units inside RNN, were proposed to make up the shortages like gradient and long-term temporal modeling problems of the standard RNN. From the first aspect, spatial-temporal modeling , which can be seen as the principle in action recognition task. Due to the weakness of spatial modeling ability of RNN-based architecture, the performance of some related methods generally could not gain a competitive result [41] - [43] . Recently, Hong and Liang [44] proposed a novel two-stream RNN architecture to model both temporal dynamics and spatial configurations for skeleton data. Fig.3 shows the framwork of their work. An exchange of the skeleton axises was applied for the data level pre-processing for the spatial domin learning. Unlike [44] , Jun and Amir [45] stepped into the traversal method of a given skeleton sequence to acquire the hidden relationship of both domins. Compared with the general method which arrange joints in a simple chain so that ignores the kinectic dependency relations between adjacent joints, the mentioned tree-structure based traversal would not add false connections between body joints when their relation is not strong enough. Then, using a LSTM with trust gate treat the input discriminately, throhgh which, if tree-structured input unit is reliable, the memory cell will be updated by importing input latent spatial information. Inspirited by the property of CNN, which is extremely suitable for spatial modeling. Chunyu and Baochang [46] emploied attention RNN with a CNN model to facilitate the complex spatialtemporal modeling. A temporal attention module was firstly utlized in a residual learning module, which recalibrate the temporal attention of frames in a skeleton sequence, then a spatial-temporal convolutional module is applied to the first module, which treat the calibrated joint sequences as images. What's more, [47] use a attention recurrent relation LSTM network, which use recurrent relationan network for the spatial features and a multi-layer LSTM to learn the temporal features in skeleton sequences.
For the second aspect, network structure, which can be regard as an weakness driven aspect of RNN. Though the nature of RNN is suitable for sequence data, well-known gradient expliding and vanishing problems are inevitable. LSTM and GRU may be weaken those problems to some extent, however, the hyperbolic tangant and the sigmoid activition function may lead to gradient decay over layers. To this end, some new type RNN architectures are proposed [48]- [50] , Shuai and Wanqing [50] proposed a independently recurrent neural network, which could solve the problem of gradient exploding and vanishing, throuth which could make it possible and more robust to build a longer and deeper RNN for high sematic feature learning. This modification for RNN not only could be utilized in skeleton based action recognition, but also other areas such as language modeling. Within this structure, neurons in one layer are indepentdent of each other so that it could be applied to process much longer sequences. Finally, the third aspect, data-driven aspect. In the consideration of not all joints are informative for a action analysis, [51] add global contex-aware attention to LSTM networks, which selectively focus on the informative joints in a skeleton sequence. Fig.4 illustrates the visulization of the proposed method, from the figure we can conclude that the more informative joints are addressed with red circle color area, indicating those joints are more important for this sepecial action. In addition, because the skeletons provided by datasets or depth sensors are not perfect, which would affact the result of a action recognition task, so [52] transform skeletons into another coordinate system for the robustness to scale, rotation and translation first and then extract salient motion features from the transformed data instead of send the raw skeleton data to LSTM. Fig.4(b) shows the feature representation process.
There are also lots of valuable works using RNN-based method, focusing on the problems of large viewpoint change, the relationship of joints in a single skeleton frame. However, we have to admit that in the special modeling aspect, RNN-based methods is really weaker than CNN based. In the following, another intresting issue about how the CNN-based methods do a temporal modelinig and how to find the relative balance of spaticl-temporal information will be disscused.
B. CNN Based Methods
Convolutional neural networks have also been applied to the skeleton-based action recognition. Different from RNNs, CNN models can efficiently and easily learn high level semantic cues with its natural equipped excellent ability to extract high level information. However, CNNs generally focus on the image-based task, and the action recognition task based on skeleton sequence is unquestionable a heavy time-dependent problem. So how to balance and more fully utilize spatial as well as temporal information in CNN-based architecture is still challenging.
Generally, to stasfied the need of CNNs' input, 3Dskeleton sequence data was transfromed from vector sequence to a pseudo-image. However, a pertinent representation with both the spatial and temporal infromation is usually not easy, thus many researchers encode the skeleton joints to multiple 2D pseude-images, and then feed them into CNN to learn useful features [53] , [54] . Wang [55] proposed the Joint Trajectory Maps(JTM), which represents spatial configuration and dynamics of joint trajectories into three texture images through color encoding. However, this kind of method is a little complicated, and also lose important during the mapping procedure. To takle this shortcoming, Bo and Mingyi [56] using a translation-scale invariant image mapping strategy which firstly divide human skeleton joints in each frame into five main parts according to human physical structure, then those parts were mapped to 2D form. This method make the skeleton image consist of both temporal information and spatial information. Howerver, though the performance was improved, but there is no reason to take skeleton joints as isolated points, cause in the real world, intimate connection exists among our body, for example, when waing the hands, not only the joints directly within hand should be take into account, but also other parts such as shoulders and legs are considerable. Yanshan and Rongjie [57] proposed the shape-motion representaion from geometric algebra, according which addressed the importance of both joints and bones, which fully utilized the information provided by skeleton sequence. Similarly, [2] also use the enhanced skeleton visualization to represent the sekeleton data and Carlos and Jessica [58] also proposed a new representation named SkeleMotion based on motion information which encodes the temporal dynamics by by explicitly computing the magnitude and orientation values of the skeleton joints. Fig.5 (a) shows the shape-motion representation proposed by [57] while Fig.5 (b) illustrate the SkeleMotion representation. What's more, similarly to the SkeleMotion, [59] use the framwork of SkeleMotion but based on tree strueture and reference joints for a skeleton image representation.
Those CNN-based methods commonly represent a skeleton sequence as an image by encoding temporal dynamics and skeleton joints simply as rows and columns respectively, as a consequence, only the neighboring joints within the convolutional kernel will be considered to learn cooccurrence feature, that's to say, some latent corelation that related to all joints may be ignored, so CNN could not learn the corresponding and useful feature. Chao and Qiaoyong [61] utilized an end-to-end framework to learn co-coourrence features with a hierarchical methodology, in which different levels of contextual information are aggregated gradually. Firstly point-level information is encoded independently, then they are assembled into semantic representation in both temporal and spatial domains.
Besides the representation of 3D skeleton sequence, there also exists some other problems in CNN-Based thechniques, such as the size and speed of the model [3] , the architecture of CNN(two streams or three streams [62] ), occclutions, viewpoint changes and so on [2] , [3] . So the skeletonbased action recognition using CNN is still an open problem waiting for researchers to dig in.
C. GCN Based Methods
Inspired by the truth that human 3D-skeleton data is naturally a topological graph instead of a sequence vector or pseudo-image where the RNN-based or CNN-based methods treat with. Recently the Graph Convolution Network has been adopted in this task frequently due to the effective representation for the graph structure data. Generally two kinds of graph-related neural network can be found nowadays, there are graph and recurrent neural network(GNN) and graph and convolutional neural network(GCN), in this survey, we mainly pay attention to the latter. And as a consequence, convincing results also were displayed on the rank board. What's more, from the skeleton's view of point, just simply endoding the skeleton sequence into a sequence vector or a 2D grid can not fully express the dependency between correlated joints. Graph convolutional neural networks, as a generalizzation form of CNN, can be applied towards arbitrary structures including the skeleton graph. The most important problem in GCN-based techniques is still related to the representation of skeleton data, that's how to organize the original data into a specific graph.
Sijie and Yuanjun [31] fistly presented a novel model for skeleton-based action recognition, the spatial temporal graph convolutionam networks(ST-GCN), which firstly constructed a spatial-temporal graph with the joints as graph vertexs and natural connectivities in both human body structures and time as grapg edges. After that the higher-level feature maps on the graph from ST-GCN will be classified by standard Softmax classifier to crooresponding cation category. According to this work, attention had been drawn for using GCN for skeleton-based action recognition, as a consequence lots of related works been done recently. The most common studies is focus on the efficient use of skeleton data [68] , [78] , and Maosen and Siheng [68] proposed the Action-Structural Graph Convolutional Networks(AS-GCN) could not only recognize a person's action, but also using multitask learning stratgy output a prediction of the suject's next possible pose. The constructed graph in this work can capture richer depencies among joints by two module called Actional Links adn Structural Links. Fig.6 shows the feature learning and its generalized skeleton graph of AS-GCN. Multi-task learning stratgy used in this work may be a promising direction because the target task would be improvement by the other task as a complementary.
According to previous introduction and discussion, the most common points of concern is still data-driven, all we want is to acquire the latent information behind 3D skeleton sequence data, the general works on GCN-based action recognition is designed in the problems "How to acquire?", while this is still an open challenging problem. Especially the skeleton data itself is a temoral-spatial coupled, furthermore, when transforming skeleton data into a graph, the way of connections among joints and bones.
III. LATEST DATASETS AND PERFORMANCE
Skeleton sequence datases such as MSRAAction3D [79] , 3D Action Pairs [80] , MSR Daily Activity3D [39] and so on. All have be analysed in lots of surveys [27] , [35] , [36] , so here we mainly address the following two dataset, NTU-RGB+D [22] and NTU-RGB+D 120 [81] .
NTU-RBG+D dataset is proposed in 2016, which contains Fig.1(a) shows. To acquire a evaluation of proposed methods, two protocols are recommended: Cross-Subject and Cross-View. For Cross-Subject, containing 40320 samples and 16560 samples for traing and evaluation, which splits 40 subjects into traing and evaluation groups. For Cross-View, containing 37920 and 18960 samples, which uses camera 2 and camera 3 for trainging and camera 1 for evaluation. Recently, the extended edition of original NTU-RGB+D called NTU-RGB+D 120, was also proposed, which containing 120 action classes and 114480 skeleton sequences, also the viewpoints now is 155. We will show the performance of recent related skeleton-based techniques as follows in Table I . Specifically, CS means Cross-Subject, while CV means Cross-View in the NTU-RGB+D and Cross-Setting in NTU-RGB+D 120. From which we could conclude that the existing algorithms have gain excellent performances in the original dataset while the latter NTU-RGB+D 120 now is still a challenging one need to conquer.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, action recognition with 3D skeleton sequence data is introduced based on three main neural networks' architecture respectively. The meaning of action recognition, the superiority of skeleton data as well as attribute of different deep architectures are all emphasized. Unlike previous reviews, our study is the first work which gain an insight into deep learning based methods in a datadriven manner, covering the latest algorithms within RNNbased, CNN-based and GCN-Based thechniques. Especially in RNN and CNN based methods, spatial-temporal informa-tion was addressed through both skeleton data representaion and detailed design of networks' architecture. In GCN based method, the most important thing is how to make full use of the infromation and correlation among joints and bones. According that, we conclude the most common thing in three different learning structure is still the valid information acquirasion from 3D-skeleton, while the topology graph is the most natural representation for human skeleton joints. The performance on NTU-RGB+D dataset also demonstrated this. However, it doesn't mean CNN or RNN based method are not suitable for this task. On the contraty, when amply some new stratgy towards those model such as multi-task learning strategy, exceeding imoprovement will be made in cross-view or corss-subject evaluation protocols. However, accuracy on the NTU-RGB+D dataset is aready so high that it is hard to make a further baby increase step. So attention should be also paied towards some more difficult datasets like the enhanced NTU-RGB+D 120 dataset.
As for the future direction, long-term action recognition, more efficient representation of 3D-skeleton sequence, realtime operation are still open problems, what's more, unsupervised or weak-supervised stratgy as well as zero-shot learning maybe also lead the way.
